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INTRODUCTION
CONTEXT
Griffith Architecture has a strong philosophy of 
combining theoretical and practical learning for its 
students to equip them with skills and competencies 
that are relevant to the ‘real’ world. It is also very 
proactive in giving back to the community.

Within this context, and after a past experience 
working on design proposals for the John Flynn 
Museum extension, Griffith Architecture was 
delighted to be asked by the Cloncurry Shire Council 
to think anew the main streets of the town in order 
to 

● Reinforce the identity of Cloncurry

● Improve the social realm (e.g. more social
interactions and pedestrianisation)

● Increase tourism

Based on a structured analysis to identify the 
spatial, historical and social assets and challenges of 
Scarr Street and its surrounding blocks, this report 
offers several design alternatives that follow the 
development of two main concepts. The document 
will provide the Council with strategic directions on 
the following

● How the streetscape can develop and
redevelop into the future to provide maximum
benefits to the local community and local
tourism industry

● A high level plan intended to set out objectives
and strategies to manage development

● A process that defines what is important about
a place and how its character and quality can
be conserved, improved and enhanced

● Identification of key design elements for
enhancing social cohesion and engagement

LIMITATIONS
These proposals are based on the documents 
kindly provided (street CAD file), site visit and 
interviews with staff, locals and visitors. However 
since no detailed architectural drawings such as 
street elevations and sections with measurements 
were used, the proposals might contain some 
inaccuracies. Furthermore, as a student work, these 
proposals do not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We wish to acknowledge the support from the 
Cloncurry Shire Council and we also wish to warmly 
thank Mayor Greg Campbell, CEO Joanne Morriss 
and all those we interviewed.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This project investigated the potential for 
the re-organisation of Scarr Street and its 
surrounding blocks under the context of 
creating a new vision for the public space that 
would reinforce the identity of Cloncurry, 
improve its social realm and increase tourism. 

With near 55,000 tourists yearly and a majority 
of grey nomads, Cloncurry has so far managed 
to reach a certain success. However, the 
different existing attractions are disseminated 
here and there and the town is lacking a real 
main street design plan to establish, manage and 
grow the contemporary identity of Cloncurry. 

The main findings from the site analysis and 
interviews conducted with visitors and locals show 

-the lack of hierarchy between Daintree, Scarr
and Ramsay streets

-the appetite from both locals and visitors for
more shaded public spaces and seating areas

-the need to better balance street space for
pedestrians and vehicles

-the great social interaction already exising
between the different members of the community
in the town

Two design alternatives were explored to address 
these challenges. Both proposals followed a 
similar envisioned staging for the streetscape 
redevelopment, organised in 3 main phases: 

1-Redevelopment of Scarr street main section,
comprised between Sheaffe and King streets

2-Retrofitting of the side sections of Sheaffe and
King streets

3-Extending the redevelopment of Scarr street
to the full-length of the street

In the same way, increased pedestrianisation 
was emphasised for both design proposals.

The first proposal ‘The vein of town’ envisions 
Scarr Street as the beating heart of Cloncurry 
and develops the design as a symbolic continuous 
vein which extremities allow for generous 
social gathering and events. It mostly relies on 

-the widening of the sidewalk to increase
pedestrian activities and gathering

-new pavement for the street, both on the road
and sidewalk

-new urban furnitures; mostly light posts, tensile
structure and benches

The second proposal ‘The town square’ proposes 
the creation of a central town square through 
new ground surfaces that create a visible 
pedestrian link between key landmark destinations 
(Community centre, library, Florence Clarke Park, 
Woolworths and the bakery). It mostly relies on 

-the construction of  landmark shelters to
accommodate seating options, gathering and
signage

-new pavement for the street, both on the road
and sidewalk

From left to right: Bonnie Christopher,  Karine Dupre, 
Sebastian Vozzo, Cecilia Bischeri, Simon Ristevski, 
Karina Curtis, Michael Shannon
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2. GENERAL ASSETS
2.1 BRIEF OVERVIEW

Cloncurry, affectionately known as Curry or the 
‘Friendly Heart of the Great North West’, is a town 
rich in more than just minerals but has also an 
interesting history spanning back to the 1800’s. 
Burke and Wills were the first Europeans to come 
to the area in 1861. It was Ernest Henry however 
who discovered the mineral wealth of the area in 
later years (Outback Qld, 2018; Qld Places, 2018).

As prosperous as the land is for mining, this is 
not Cloncurry’s sole contribution to history. The 
town is also a hub for some of Australia’s greatest 
innovations. The Royal Flying Doctor Service saw 
its beginnings in Cloncurry, along with airline 
Qantas. This connection with aeronautics also saw 
a major US air base stationed in the town during 
the Second World War (Qld Government, 2018).

Not just a town of historical significance, 
Cloncurry also boasts regional culture with the 
‘Curry Merry Muster’ featuring bull riding, bush 
poetry and community markets. The town of 
Cloncurry was voted Queensland’s Friendliest 
Town in 2013. Today, pastoral industry, mining 
(gold and copper) and transport services are 
Cloncurry’s core industries (Outback Qld, 2018) 
for a population of 2,719 inhabitants (ABS 2016).

TIMELINE

POPULATION AGE RANGE HOUSEHOLD TYPE

INDUSTRY
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2.2 CLONCURRY ASSETS

Due to its history and current industries, Cloncurry 
has some very valuable assets, which include heritage 
buildings (listed are the Mount Elliott Company 
Metallurgical Plant and Mill, Courthouse and Post 
Office), tourism attractions (John Flynn Museum 
and Art Gallery, Cloncurry Tourist Information 
Centre, Chinaman Creek Dam, and a good selection 
of overnight stay) and key retails (Woolworths and 
the bakery).

As of today, around 53,000 visitors come to 
Cloncurry every year (ABS, 2016), mostly for 
holidays purpose (38%), visit family and friends 
(21%) or for business (20%). This shows that tourism 
is still in majority driven by connection to locals, 
whether they are relative or work-relations. This 
is further demonstrated in the top activities that 
prioritise food/dring related facilities, visit to family 
and friends, general sightseeing and fishing.

There is an intersting data regarding the visitors’ age 
range: it consists in almost two equal groups, one 
over 45 years-old  (52%) and the other below 45 
(47%). Although there is a  strong 39% over 55 years 
old, confirming the grey nomads trend, the 34% of 
25-34 years-old also shows a newer approach to
holidays by younger family, as seen in other bush
towns. Few data is known about international
visitors and those who might just pull over to refuel
and buy more food. It would be interesting to
investigate further these two aspects.

VISITORS PER YEAR AGE RANGE

AVERAGE STAY

TRANSPORT TYPE

PURPOSE OF VISIT

TOP ACTIVITIES
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2.3 SITE  ANALYSIS 

This assessment is based on site visit, participating 
to local events (Cloncurry Show and Curry Merry 
Muster 2018), interviews conducted in Scarr street 
with locals and visitors, and spatial features analysis. 

Regarding the interviews, the main objective was 
to grasp the general feeling about Scarr street and 
to capture  what the community already identified 
as working well  or not so well.  

Besides the specific questions, participants were 
also asked to choose between several precedents 
so to help them to envision what could be a future 
design for Scarr street. Questions were as  follows,

-We would like to know your ideas on how to
improve this street, what do you think?

-What is missing?

-Are you happy with the parking layout?

-About the shading roof, do you prefer a
continuous roof or non-continuous (precedents
shown to respondents)

-In terms of seating, do you prefer a big timber
seating or mixed timber and concrete (precedents
shown to respondents)

-Since there are several mines around the town,
we thought to be inspired by the materials that
can be extracted such as copper and zinc; timber
for pastoral activities, to build small information
structures. Which material would you prefer?
Only one or a mix? (precedents shown to
respondents)

-At last, what do you think is the identity of
Cloncurry?

-Have you been to the John Flynn Museum?

37 groups of people participated to our interviews. 
Some were individuals, but others with friends, 
spouse or children.

Overall, the analysis of the interviews shows that 
there is a strong consensus around the need 

-to improve the aesthetic of the street

-to develop proper seating and shading areas
(some were even talking about ‘al fresco setting’)

-to develop further consistent and informative
signage

Locals also underlined the problem of vandalism 
and safety that might be lacking where no public 
lighting existed.

As often in this type of interviews, the analysis 
also shows a divide between locals and tourists 
regarding 

-the width of the street, either considered to be
good or too confusing (‘is it one or two lanes?’)

-the parking: caravans were seen as nuisance by
some locals

Regarding the proposed precedents for the 
shading structures, there was equal liking in the 
two structures being shown. One attracted more 
comments about its appeal (‘arty’, ‘different’, ‘good 
looking’), whilst the other was commended on its 
‘functionality’  against rain and sun.

Material-wise, participants tended to like best 
copper and mixed materials for any future structure

At last, plain solid seating benches were largely 
favoured by the majority of participants.

The detail answers of the conducted interviews can 
be found in Appendix.
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

THE TOWN
STUDY AREA

FOCUS AREA

The larger area around Scarr street will be used for 
a broader context.

The main area of focus is Scarr street between 
Sheaff and King street with an emphasis on nearby 
connections.

Within a perimeter of roughly 2km x 4km, the 
downtown is well serviced and offers a good 
diversity of facilities. These include sport-oriented 
equipments (gymnasium, swimming pool, stadium, 
showground). Specifically on Scarr street, we can 
find other equipments such as the library, the 
community precinct (including the library), Florence 
Clarke Memorial park, the health precinct and 
several retails.SCALE APPR

1:25,000
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

KEY LANDMARKS

1 John Flynn Place Museum
2 Post Office
3 Court House
4 Community Precinct/Library
5 Florence Clarke Memorial Park
6 Post Office Hotel
7 Cultural Centre
8 Bakery
9 Woolworths
10 School
11 Swimming Pool
12 Central Hotel Cloncurry
13 To Caravan Park

Some key landmark businesses and community 
spaces, showing their proximity and walking 

Highlighting three personas and how each may 
experience a day in Cloncurry, we have created 
journey maps for each narrative that will guide our 
analysis and help inform our design concepts.

NARRATIVES

THE YOUNG FAMILY THE GREY NOMADS THE MINE WORKER
A husband and wife that have lived in the Cloncurry 
Shire for many years. The couple have two young 
children, one in primary school and the other only a 
toddler. They love their town and are proud residents.

An elderly couple that has been travel-
ing around the country in their caravan. They 
have been on the road visiting towns to expe-
rience local sites. They are particularly inter-
ested in all the historical aspects of the areas.

A young single man who works in the nearby mines. 
He lives in the temporary mine accommodation in 
Cloncurry and when not working enjoys visiting the 
local bakery and the pub to socialise with friends.
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1. SCARR STREET - EXISTING ELEMENTS

WIDE STREET
SCARR STREET
The width of the street gives an outback feel and 
provides abundant parking spaces.

LINE OF SIGHT
FROM FLORENCE CLARKE MEMORIAL PARK TO WOOLWORTHS 
AND BAKERY
Key areas have a good line of sight and are in 
comfortable walking distance.

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITY
Scarr street includes heritage listed buildings, new 
buildings, old and even derelict buildings. The 
density of the street is not very high with lot of gaps 
between each building and irregular fencing.

OPPORTUNITY
The existing poles 
of attractions can 
be capitalised upon 
or embedded in a 
larger network to 
improve  and support 
the strenghtening of 
social interactions

CHALLENGES 
Lack of physical 
connection

OPPORTUNITY
The street 
dimensions present 
a great potential 
for better division 
of space between 
car and pedestrian 
to provide a more 
vibrant  streetscape

CHALLENGES 
Lack of a vibrant town 
centre atmosphere

FENCING/SCREENS

Fencing option

OPPORTUNITY
Improving the 
aesthetic value of 
the street via the 
adoption of more 
refined street 
furniture

CHALLENGES 
Disjoncted 
architectural value

88
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1. SCARR STREET - EXISTING ELEMENTS

PAVEMENT/WALKWAYS
Paths are uneven, cracking and unsafe, creating 
a public hazard with no consistency of ground 
surfaces.

BINS, KERBS & PLANTER BOX 
Large kerb edges are dangerous particularly for the 
elderly. Current bins & planter box are outdated, 
under utilised, unattractive and stand out.

POWERLINES 
Exposed powerlines are aesthetically connoted and 
limit the height of shading structures in the centre 

ST. FURNITURE
This example is a nice 
option to incorporate 
the use of local 
materials like copper 
and zinc to integrate 
into the streetscape 
while introducing 
greenery to the space.

Seating can be 
incorporated into the 
planter boxes, creating 
unified and cohesive use 
of space folds into the 
streetscape.

OPPORTUNITY
Compliance with 
standards & improve 
the aesthetic value of 
the street via more 
refined street furniture

CHALLENGES 
Lack of safety and 
aesthetic value

OPPORTUNITY
Provision of a unified 
& safe ground 
surfaces that will 
improve safety and 
guide the pedestrian 

CHALLENGES 
Lack of safety and 
aesthetic value

OPPORTUNITY
Considering 
alternative solutions 
(e.g. underground 
lines)

CHALLENGES 
Functional and visual 
appeal

99

Concrete frame and 
timber from reclaimed 
doors.

BINSPLANTERS



SPATIAL ANALYSIS

1. SCARR STREET - EXISTING ELEMENTS

SIGNAGE
The main information sign near the Post Office is 
not in a prominent position and seems out of date. 
Individual historical signs are a good item to have 
but barely noticeable and there is no connecting 
journey.

WOOLWORTHS LANEWAY
At present the laneway between Scarr Street and 
Ramsey Street that follows along Woolworths is 
unattractive and  uninviting.

SIGNAGE

SAMFORD VILLAGE 
HERITAGE TRAIL
Use of materials and 
numbering of signs to 
create an identifiable 
journey

Shaded walkways: sail 
material allows more light 
into the space creating 
a more inviting and safe 

JOONDALUP TOWN 
SIGN
Incorporation of local 
artwork

PR
EC

ED
EN

TS

OPPORTUNITY
Proximity with the 
town’s hot sposts. 
The provision of  re-
designing an inviting 
space will support the 
community’s social 
interactions.

CHALLENGES 
Uninviting and lack of 
safety

OPPORTUNITY
Creating a real 
signage strategy to 
provide information 
and a historical walk. 
This will give people 
a reason to stay and 
experience the town.

CHALLENGES 
Lack of unity 

PR
EC

ED
EN

TS EXAMPLES OF

10

REFURBISHMENT



SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

2. GREENERY

DROUGHT & FROST TOLERANT
PLANT OPTIONS

LEOPARD TREE
Caesalpinia ferrea

LIRIOPE
Liriope muscar

CREPE MYRTLE
Lagerstroemia indica

LITTLE CON
Lomandra confertifolia

ROBERTSON PARK
STATION STREET
Combination of different ground surfaces 
incorporating the old railway lines is a great 
feature.

PR
EC

ED
EN

TS

OPPORTUNITY
Creation of a green 
network for the town

CHALLENGES 
Lack of seating and 
connection with 
the surroundings 
resulting in a 
transitional space 
rather then a place to 
occupy

1111
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3. CHALLENGES,
OPPORTUNITIES &
OBJECTIVES
Scarr street is a wide street with little built density, 
except in its central section around the Community 
Precinct. Despite some interesting architectural 
buildings (old and new), they are few and scattered 
along the street without conveying a strong identity 
for the place. Buildings and street furniture are also 
in various shapes ranging from well maintained 
to derelict or/and abandoned, without any 
homogenous design or unifying thread. For instance 
the historical signage is not showcased at its best. 
Utility poles located in the middle of the street bring 
in physical and visual barriers. The same situation 
can be found in parallel and adjacent streets, which 
offer even fewer services. Main retail attractions 
are located on Scarr street but tourism attractions 
are not.

Cloncurry’s climate also impacts the walking of 
locals and visitors, as well as the way vehicles have 
so far been prioritised in the street. Seating and 
shading devices are scarce.

Overall, it participates to the lack of identity and 
reinforces the stereotyped image of a ‘surviving’ 
bush town, as well as a simple thoroughfare.

However there seems to be great social interactions 
among the different members of the community, 
with a very obvious pride and inclusion of the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders. 

CHALLENGES
● The lack of hierarchy between Daintree,

Scarr and Ramsay streets
● Discontinous architectural quality for Scarr

street and surroundings
● Urban design elements are unconsistent in

quality and not too attractive
● No clear identity
● The climate is a real burden for pedestrians

OPPORTUNITIES
● Locals and visitors’ appetite for shaded public

spaces and seating areas
● The dimensions of the street is an asset

to provide a better balanced space for
pedestrians and vehicles

● Improve the reading of the street and create
a better identity through beautification
and climate-proof elements that can favor
pedestrianisation

● Strengthen Scarr street with more
connections to tourism and recreational
attractions through signage, direct pathway,
etc.

OBJECTIVES
● Improve the quality of the public realm

by building on the existing strenghts and
including improvements

● Improve pedestrianisation
● Enhance the cultural identity and qualities of

Cloncurry by creating a vibrant main street
● Implement more shade
● Stimulate economic growth



4. PRECEDENTS

ZINC MATERIAL PROPERTIES

• Zinc is lightweight but strong and malleable
• Zinc requires little to no maintenance over the

lifespan due to its self-protective patina
• Zinc does not react with water. It is more

durable and cost effective than other metals.
• 100% recyclable at the end of its life
• Typically zinc roofs last up to 100 years in rural

setting, and walls may last more than a century
• Half embodied energy of copper and steel,

quarter of aluminium

COPPER MATERIAL PROPERTIES

• Copper is lightweight metal and has great
tensile strength

• Resistant to corrosion but may corrode; other
metals in direct contact can ruin the copper
natural colour

• High melting point + great fire resistance
• Copper is a non ferrous metal (it does not rust),

it has good water resistance and durability,
• Highly recyclable. Considered the third most

important metal for industry
• Oxidisation patterns can be used as a feature

TIMBER MATERIAL PROPERTIES

• Timber is a renewable resource and can be
locally sourced

• Timber is easy to recycle, reuse and recover,
can be sourced sustainably

• Significantly less embodied energy than any
metal, especially rough sawn timber

• Usually lasts twenty five years or more. Some
can last a lifetime.

• New types of engineered timber are much
stronger and stable than regular timber and
allow for much bigger structures

ZINC MINE
PETER ZUMTHOR, SAUDA, NORWAY 2016

HOUTAN PARK
TURENSCAPE, SHANGHAI, CHINA 2010

CENTENARY TRAIL
HARRIS HOBBS LANDSCAPES, CANBERRA, ACT 2013

MATERIALS

1313

4.1 MINES INSPIRATIONS
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NOOSA JUNCTION STATION
GUYMER BAILEY LANDSCAPE -  NOOSA, AUSTRALIA 2011
Groups of shade and seating structures connected 
by an arbour that together form an axis through 
the development. It is an example of how shade, 
seating, greenery and footpaths can create a 
comfortable journey and environment that soften 
the built form.

4.2 STREET FURNITURES
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WALTZING MATILDA CENTRE
COX ARCHITECTURE - WINTON, AUSTRALIA 2018

FARMERS PARK
KEN SMITH - ANAHEIM, USA 2014

DISCOVERY GARDEN - NATIONAL ARBORETUM
TAYLOR CULLITY LETHLEAN -  CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA 2013

A single structure that creates a linked walkway. It is 
simple in its design while still giving a striking effect 
through materiality and changes in shape.

Use timber mast to create a 
repeating feature element. 
Structure could be continually 
added to over future 
developments.

Individual shading elements positioned at key points to create 
a network. A combination of solid and perforated material used 
creating intricate shadows. 

4.3 SHADED STRUCTURES
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5. PROPOSALS
5.1 PROPOSAL 1

SCARR STREET
THE VEIN OF TOWN
This proposal envisions Scarr street as the beating 
heart of Cloncurry and develops the design as a 
symbolic continuous vein which extremities allow 
for generous social gathering and events.

The starting postulat is that the middle section 
of Scarr street is already working well in terms of 
functions  (retail + community precinct), therefore 
it is best to provide focus on its ends that are 
connected with the streets that have higher car 
traffic.

The main features of the design include

-the widening of the sidewalk in some strategic
locations to increase pedestrian activities and
gathering

-new pavement for the street, both on the road
and sidewalk

-new urban furnitures; mostly light posts, tensile
structure and benches

With unified street surfaces and strategically placed 
tensile shading structures and light posts, the idea is 
to give the opportunity to the pedestrian to wander 
and socialise with other members of the 
community.

At party time, bollards are up to close the street 
and enjoy the full pedestrianisation. The 
implementation of a continuous tensile structure 
over the central parking area can then be 
transformed into place to meet, eat, protected 
from the harsh sun. Furthermore, more tensile 
can be added to the posts if needs be.
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The design principles can be extended to the full 
Scarr street with a new emphasis around the Health 
precinct that needs more space for walking activities 
and assessments.

Seating areas are concrete mass with organic shape 
and garden-beds, bringing in more greenery and 
contrast with the overall very mineral design. 

Another aspect of the project concerns the lighting. 
The posts are not only structural for the tensile, 
but they are also LED or solar-powered lights that 
illuminate the street at night time. With an intent 
on color coding, this could result into a vibrant 
atmosphere, that would participate to the new 
clarified identity of Cloncurry.
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5.2 PROPOSAL 2

TOWN SQUARE 
CONNECTIVITY
This project proposes the creation of a central town 
square through new ground surfaces that create 
a visible pedestrian link between key landmark 
destinations (Community centre, library, Florence 
Clarke Park, Woolworths and the bakery). 

The starting postulat is that the middle section of 
Scarr street is working well in terms of functions but 
lacks a true activation. Therefore the design intends 
to provide it through a shared central space. 

The main features of the design include

-the construction of  landmark shelters to
accommodate seating options, gathering and
signage

-new pavement for the street, both on the road
and sidewalk

Clusters of shading, seating and greenery provide 
respite from the elements and foster an atmosphere 
of social gathering and interaction between all walks 
of life.

At party time, bollards are up around this town 
square to give more intimacy and better sense 
of community within an otherwise very large 
street. 

The design principles can be extended to the 
full Scarr street with identified clusters that would 
act as landmarks in strategic locations of the 
street.
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The ‘shelter’ structures are the core elements of this 
proposal, which otherwise does not touch much of 
the existing street. Several iterations have been 
tested as the main objective is to make sure 

-they participate to create a distinctive identity
for Cloncurry

-they are both iconic and multifunctional

For example, besides the provided shade and 
seating, they could have power points embedded in 
their concrete basis. They could also act as signage 
within a trail with a display of different information. 
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Other example of shaded structure
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5.3 SUMMARY & FURTHER 
RECOMMENDATIONS

Two design alternatives were explored to address 
these challenges. Both proposals followed a 
similar envisioned staging for the streetscape 
redevelopment, organised in 3 main phases: 

1-Redevelopment of Scarr street main section,
comprised between Sheaffe and King streets

2-Retrofitting of the side sections of Sheaffe and
King streets

3-Extending the redevelopment of Scarr street
to the full-length of the street

In the same way, increased pedestrianisation was 
emphasised for both design proposals, with a 
slight reduction in the number of parking space.

In both proposals, main work concerns the 
pavement. The proposals did not  address the 
digging of the power lines and  how to ensure all the 
electrical connections. This is obviously something 
to further develop in detail, even more if street wifi 
and music  are to be implemented in the near future.

To achieve the objectives mentioned in section 3, 
several key strategies have been identified:

-creating places that attract people

-creating a consistent streetscape character

-reinforcing the community orientated character
of Cloncurry

-restructuring car parking, taxi parking and street
width

-improving places for ephemeral events

The analysis has demonstrated that a lot could 
be achieved on working exclusively on the public 
realm. However, it seems important to take into 
consideration the fundamental weight that the 
private properties have on the general feeling of 
Scarr street. Derelict and abandoned businesses or 
private homes don’t add-value, even if they have 
the best designed streetscape at their footsteps.

Therefore, it seems important to implement 
strategies to involve the local private stakeholders 
to embrace the revitalisation of Scarr street. 
For example, workshops could be conducted to 
support the business owners of Scarr street to work 
together to develop a distinctive retail character 
through color coding and materiality. In the same 
way, a think-tank could be organised to address the 
issue of empty shops and develop simple design 
proposals to embellish them.

On short and long run, these strategies not only will 
empower these specific members of the community  
to become more proactive with the maintenance 
and use of Scarr street but could also bring economic 
benefits.

One more time, we wish to thank warmly all the 
persons who welcomed us in Cloncurry and kindly 
accepted to answer all our questions.

1-Redevelopment of Scarr street main section,
comprised between Sheaffe and King streets

2-Retrofitting of the side sections of Sheaffe and
King streets

3-Extending the redevelopment of Scarr street
to the full-length of the street

Another consultation session was 
conducted in October 16th, 2018 in front of 
Woolworth and the bakery to seek the 
feedback from locals and visitors about the 
2 proposals.
We had 50 participants among which 11 
tourists. We had almost equity in gender (23 
women and 27 men).
As shown in the chart below, the Vein 
proposal received most votes, although 
participants most of the time mentioned 
their concern for the textile to be ripped off 
by the wind or youth. What was highly 
praised was the sense of dynamism and the 
nice look this proposal brought to the 
street.
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6. APPENDIX
TRANSCRIPT

Cloncurry interviews 4/08/2018 during the  Merry 
Muster Event. 9:30-12pm, in front of Woolworths 
and the Cloncurry Shire Memorial Hall. Usual 
length of interviews: 5 minutes

Method: No recording, only notes taking trying 
to capture people’s own words, 2 groups of 
investigators.

Set of questions

-We would like to know your ideas on how to
improve this street, what do you think?

-What is missing?

-Are you happy with the parking?

-About the shading roof, do you prefer a continuous
roof or non-continuous (precedents shown to
respondents)

-In terms of seating, do you prefer a big timber
seating or mixed timber and concrete (precedents
shown to respondents)

-Since there are several mines around the town,
we thought to be inspired by the materials that
can be extracted such as copper and zinc; timber
for pastoral activities, to build small information
structures. Which material would you prefer? Only
one or a mix? (precedents showed to respondents)

-At last, what do you think is the identity of
Cloncurry?

-Have you been to the John Flynn Museum?

ANSWERS

1.Locals, 3 young Indigenous men (15-17Y old)

What is missing is a studio, a place to rehearse, 
where youth can meet. There is one already but 
it is not good enough. Problem with drugs and 
alcohol. Give us some jobs. All the jobs go to those 
from the coast. Yes give us some jobs.

2.Visitor man ( 70s)

What is good is the wide street, even if I parked on 
the other side. This street needs to be more street 
and shady. I came just for Woolies, the bakery and 
the loo. All there is as it was written. Just passing 
by, not visiting the museum because I know all 
about it [although when asked did not know 
that Cloncurry was the birthplace of the Flying 
Doctors]

3.Local woman (50s)

We need proper parking space for the caravan. I 
prefer natural shading to any structure. Seating 
area in timber on the side, not in the middle. For 
materials, no mine reminder because I am more an 
earthy person. Signage ‘You are here’ to explain 
better where we are and where is what. Here is 
about mining, transport and agriculture. Identity: 
the community. We support each other.

4.Local man  73 years old, originally from NZ

Get rid of the caravans, make beautification. The 
big problem is water, the drought you have heard 
of it? If you can add water because we all need it. 
Nothing survives because it’s so dry. Watch for 
vandalism; go with the natural elements. Think 
about the road trains. If seating area in the middle, 
watch small children. Don’t forget the winds.

5. Locan Indiginous man (50s)

Multi culture, multi everything, aims for 
multipurpose things, shading device for sun and 
rain, don’t forget the sand storms, prepare for the 
unknown. Full roof not patch roof because let pass 
the rain

6.Visitor woman (50s)

Don’t take away parking, tidy up, paint the buildings, 
some looks pretty down, mostly the newsagency. 
But overall not bad for a country town. Add bins, 
caravan parking can be a pain (take 2 car parks), 
shades over the parking area. Include more local 
features, don’t lose what it is. In Longreach only 
birds names for the street; in Winton property 
names.Identity: its history, there is more to do than 
what people thinks, aborigine culture. They have 
managed to combine here agriculture and mining, 
it is not like that elsewhere.

7.Local man (50s), taxi

Narrow down the street and chose 2 lanes or 1 lane. 
Take away power lines or make compromises for 
trees and higher power lines. Needs beautification, 
certainly greenery but you have to be cautious 
of visibility for the drivers. Reference: Ingham for 
vertical parking by blocks [he made us a drawing]As 
a taxi we need a safe drop off space, mostly in front 
of the different pubs

8.Local woman(60s)

For the pavement, concrete slabs are more practical. 
Add seats that don’t get hot and not destroyed; 
more plants on footpaths. I don’t want lane as it 
would be unsafe. Lot of domestic violence, when 
it is dark they hide from the police and bash their 
wives.

Identity: mine, history to be shown more, need 
more signs to explain the history, for example the 
lady on the $5 note. the $5 note woman is buried in 
the Cloncurry’s cemetery and no one knows about 
it. If caravans pull up in Woolies, there is no info for 
them.

It would be better ot have vertical side parking and 
garden bed; would be better to have screening shed 
that ensure to see through
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15.Visitor woman (70s)

It is pretty good because it is wide. Shading in the 
middle, continuous roof is more practical but the 
other is more attractive. Think about the climate, 
heat.

Identity: very busy hub, quick stopover (against 
Mt Isa), different because of his geography [meant 
location, compare Mt Isa/ Cloncurry and Longreach/
Winton], it’s a town; a prospering cattle industry

16.Visitor man (70s)

Parking is good, more shade, preferably patchy 
example because you need to be attractive 
otherwise dull. Identity: cattle 

17.Local Indigenous woman (40s)

More shade in the centre; outdoor eating places, 
create like a mall where to have market in the 
centre. More seating areas, more trees and stuff for 
kids. Identity: history

18.Visitors, woman (70s) with her husband

Shade on the centre. Reference: Richmond, they 
have a beautiful main street. Here shops are too 
spread out. Identity: it is more friendly, dust, smile. 
Good information centre.John Flynn museum too 
expensive

19.Local man (50s)

Better pavement, continuous roof, use copper

Identity: bustle, quiet country town, no stress

20.Local young Indigenous kis (11, 12 & 14 )

Need lights.Need big shopping centre, Kmart, 
Target, EBgames, McDo, Hungry Jack, waterpark.
Food is good here

21.2 men (30s)

Streetlight, could be colourful with the use of solar 
panels, we have plenty of sun here. Shading

22.1 woman visitor + husband (60s)

Seating and cosy spaces for picnics. Signage to 
highlight historical relevant facts and to provide 
directions for: fuel, woolly, toilets...

23. Woman visitor (50s)

Seating and shading. Emphasis on good quality 
design to attract people. She visited the Cox’s 
Museum in Winton and she appreciates the “classy” 
design, in addition she noticed how the well-
designed museum is not just an attraction for the 
visitors but it becomes a community hub for the 
local community.

24.Grey Nomad Couple 1 (Late 50s)
-Second time visiting Cloncurry

-Wide streets a bonus with the caravan
-They think Cloncurry is RV friendly but there are
some areas that could be improved

-Julia Creek has good RV examples
-Caravan park has a spit roast for the people staying
there

-Museums/history centres have VR/AR 
incorporated to engage and show wildlife you may 
not encounter in the wild

25.Local Man (50s)
-The key things he wanted were seating, shading,
and greenery
-Wants to get a coffee and the paper and have
somewhere to sit down

9.Man from NZ (30s)

Prefer timber material but zinc and copper make 
sense here. Identity: family oriented, history, 
friendly, highest temperature ever recorded in 
Australia. Do with the aboriginal community and 
let the kids skate on the seatings

10.Visitor man (50s)

Continuous roof for shading better. Angle parking 
against curb to have more cars, meter maids. Better 
roof of the footpath. Identity; Merry Muster, cattle 
country and mine

11.Local man (70s)

It is a country town. Need alfresco dining areas. 
Different materials for each street. Prefer continuous 
roof. Reference: Headland

12.Woman (60s)

Shade for parking, continuous roof

13.Visitor woman (60s) from WA

Too crowded, too big cars. Need more greenery and 
more seating. It is not clear enough: is it a 2 lanes 
or only 1?

14.Visitors, 2 women (20s)

Need artworks, something colourful. We arrived 
yesterday, it was very exciting because of the 
parade. The pool is cute. No continuous roof for 
the shading. Identity: before we were her, we knew 
nothing about Cloncurry, but with yesterday event 
we can see that everyone seem to know each other, 
the cowboy look.
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-Did not like the precedents. They look pretty but
the user could not interact with them (seating)

-Parking is important, hard to take away from the
street or any parking

-Did not think that taking away width from the
street was a good idea.

-Give the visitors a reason to stay
26.Grey Nomad Couple 2 (Late 50s)
-They would like to see a winding street, where you
could take your time and look at things than just
drive through

-History of the area and wayfinding signage and
structures to map out

-There seems to be no theme to the town

27.Grey Nomad Couple 3 (50s)
-First-time visitors to Cloncurry

-From Hobart, village towns a big thing for them

-Would like to see that incorporated into Cloncurry
somehow

-The wide streets are really confusing, no clear
marking or signage

-Big shade trees along the edge for sun shading
when checking on the caravan

-Shading and more trees a big focus
28.Local Man, member of council (50s)
-Electricity poles on Scarr Street do not look the
same. Different size and material

- Electricity poles on Ramsay Street are the same
and concrete, creates opportunity for community
to paint
-Water can be taken from the bore to irrigate the
planting

-Designing structures so they local labour force can
build them lowering the overall cost lower

29.Local School Teacher (30s)
-Shading was a big focus for her and the kids she
teaches

-More community activity and making people
interact and stay on the streets

-Place for people to congregate and socialise
-Bring the markets into town
-Shade, Greenery - over centre parking spaces -
animals + kids waiting in car

-Place to sit down for a coffee on street

30.Local Publican Man (30s)
- Shading again was a big focus

-Removing the centre electricity poles and
redeveloping the whole area ‘clean slate’

-Making nodes that take up parts of the street
where there is high activity (pubs, bakery etc.)

-Giving people a reason to stay instead of coming in
for shopping, going home

31.Local Hairdresser (30s)
-Power lines are gross to look at has no appeal

-Incorporating flagpoles or signage allowing the
street to advertise local events
-More shading and more greenery for the area

-Parking is a big need for the small area, hard to
change that

-RSL is abandoned, could a possibility to reactivate
the building, land or part of the street where it sits

- Street appeal on the eastern side of Scarr Street is
lacking. Almost forgotten about as it isn’t as popular

-Parking down near the oval where caravans can
park and walk into the town. It is only a short walk

-They shouldn’t park in the town centre. This frees

up a bit of space for the locals and for use to design 
something that could take from the parking

-Divert the caravans away from Scarr Street

-There is no clear centre point to the town

-Make the street appealing so that people who visit
stay and spend money within the town
-People don’t know about the hairdressers

-Colour code from caravan parking - making it
obvious where to park

-Visual appeal

32. Young Male Station Worker (20s)
-Width of the road is good

-Likes the amount of parking and doesn’t want to
lose it

-Road needs more shade

-Likes the music played on the speakers

33.Mother with 3 children (30s)
-Would like undercover parking, play equipment for
children, total shade coverage and consideration
for child safety

34.Travelling couple (50s)
-Likes wide road, the parking

-Would like more seating, more greenery

-Other regional towns that they liked the streetscape
of: Richmond, Juliet Creek

35.Local man from NZ (70s)
-Shade (overhanging eaves to stop more sun) 4.2m
highest road train
-Vandalism resistant - indestructible
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-Likes Richmond shading

-Multipurpose spaces
-Structures that are resistant to the elements (work
with nature)

-Seating on one side of the road, not middle
-Presentable materials - no corrugated iron

36.Local Taxi driver
-Mark down the road to either single lane or double
lane

-Thinks it’s possible to take 18m - similar concept in
Ingham

-Trees for shade - greenery - visibility

-Taxi zones are essential in front of pub and woollies
(people get paralytic)

37.Kids in Park
-New toilets

-Shade
-Water bubbler
-Playground is good and fun, oval is probably a
more fun place to hang out

37. Cyclist woman
-Rides her bike on the weekends when her husband
has the car - not in summer

-Cycles on road and footpath - finds it to be fine -
Opportunity to make better though

-More greenery - garden strips - doesn’t have to be
whole way
-Shading - biggest problem
-More greenery
-Cycles or goes to the gym

38. Indigenous Staff - John Flynn Museum (40s)
-Shading - use trees as much as possible

-Seating - better seating on main st, particularly
near woollies

-Greenery
-Bins (consistent)

-Town Icon  (Big object - statue at lookout?) -
possibly first Qantas plane

-Bring markets into town
-People come to John Flynn museum, not visitors
centre (due to lack of good signage)

-Check out Qantas hanger
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